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Tonal and Non-Tonal Intonation in Shekgalagari 



Problem of intonation in tone languages

• How can (structural) intonational tones coexist with lexical 
tones? 

• Accommodation: 
Lexical tones and intonational tones target distinct positions.

• Mazahua (Otopamean, Mexico): “The pitches of all syllables which do not 
immediately precede word space are those of the tonemic system. The 
pitch of any syllable immediately preceding word space is part of the 
intonemic system.” (Pike 1951:101).

• Submission: 
Intonational tones override lexical tones

• Coreguaje (Tukanoan; Colombia) Four possible H-L patterns on CVCV 
nouns merge in statements as L-HL and in questions as HL.

• Avoidance: 
Use of structural intonation:

• overridden 

• completely avoided

• Limited to features other than f0 (Shekgalagari)
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H&M’s main questions

• Can a language do without structural intonation? 

• Can an utterance lack intonation? 

• For me, these are questions that revolve around defining these 
concepts and whether to do so deductively or inductively, and 
are not theoretical issues.

• Shekgalagari does makes limited use of f0-based intonation, 
which does interact with lexical tones, and modeling this is 
challenging. 
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• H, L (L is analyzed as unmarked (ø )

• Transcription :  
L tone is unmarked, H tone is marked by an acute accent (á), HL falling tone by a 
circumflex (â:), and the L↓L falling tone by a grave accent (à:) 

Shekgalagari tone system 
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second author, which differs only slightly (and in irrelevant details) from previous

documentation of the language.

The basic properties of the tone system are as follows: The underlying system

is characterized by a binary contrast, probably best analyzed as /H, Ø/  rather than

/H, L/ (Crane 2008, 2009). The surface system consists of four pitch levels: H, L,
↓H and L↓L, all but the last of which are level. While “non-automatic” down-

stepped ↓H is contrastive after another (↓)H tone, there is no perceptible “auto-

matic downstep” or “downdrift” in H-L
n
-H sequences. Unlike many other tone

systems, L tones are level in pitch, even before pause, thereby sometimes giving

the impression of a mid tone level. Two contour tones, HL and L↓L, occur only on

a lengthened penultimate syllable. L↓L consists of a L tone falling to an even

lower pitch level. Finally, there are no rising tones in the language. While there

are occasional long vowels which have a L to H rise, there is independent evi-

dence that these should be analyzed as heterosyllabic sequences of identical vow-

els (Vi.Vi). In citing examples, L tone is unmarked, H tone is marked by an acute

accent (á), HL falling tone by a circumflex (â:), and the L↓L falling tone by a

grave accent (à:).

We begin in (4) by presenting the four logical combinations of H and L tones

on bisyllabic noun stems, as they are pronounced utterance-medially:

 (4) prefixless prefixed

L-L nama ‘meat’ mU-lImi ‘farmer’

L-H nawá ‘bean’ ma-rumé ‘greetings’

H-L lóri ‘lorry’ mU-nU@na ‘man’

H-H nárI¤ ‘buffalo’ mu-rérí ‘preacher’

As seen, nouns may be prefixed or not, the L tone prefixes marking the typical

Bantu noun classes. The reason for citing utterance-medial outputs will become

apparent, but is done basically to avoid the tonal complications which accompany

utterance-penultimate vowel lengthening (see (8)).

As seen in (5), in the infinitive, which is marked by a xU- prefix, verb stems

exhibit three different tone patterns independent of the length of the verb stem:

(5) all L (1291) two Hs (1484) one H (590)

k-a ‘mention’ gy-á ‘eat’

bal-a ‘count’ bç@n-á ‘see’ lç@r-a ‘dream’

lElEk-a ‘chase’ rU@mE@l-a ‘send’ láleZ-a ‘invite’

xalaleZ-a ‘praise’ sérímuS-a ‘reveal’ bU@tsUlUs-a ‘avenge’

makyUrUlUl-a ‘unstick’ xáqU@lUSElw-a ‘remember’ bU@tsUlUseZ-a ‘pay back’

Utterance medial
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As seen, monosyllabic stems can be L or H, while bisyllabic and longer stems

show three patterns: all L, a H on the first two syllables, and a H on the first sylla-

ble followed by all low. The numbers in the headings indicate how many lexical

entries were found of each tone pattern in Monaka (in preparation), not counting

the 11 monosyllabic H verbs which occur in the language. As seen, the one H

pattern is distinctly in the minority. This is because there is a general rule of

bounded H tone spreading (HTS) which has the effects shown in (6) (Crane 2008):

(6) bçn-a rUmEl-a  serimuS-a  xaqUlUSElwa

 H  H   H    H

As originally pointed out by Dickens (1984), the one-H forms are exceptions to

HTS deriving from loss of the Proto-Bantu (PB) vowel length (*VV):

(7) Proto-Bantu Shekgalagari Proto-Bantu Shekgalagari

*bón-a bç@n-á ‘see’ *dóot-a lç@r-a ‘dream’

*dU@m-a lU@m-á ‘bite’ *dáad-a lál-a ‘sleep’

*tU@k-a rU@x-á ‘insult’ *bU@Ud-i-a bU@Z-a ‘ask’

The first two columns show that PB H tone *CVC-a stems surface as H-H, while

the forms to the right show that PB *CVVC-a stems are realized as H-L. What this

means is that pre-Shekgalagari  *lç@çr-a ‘dream’ first becomes lç@ç@r-a by HTS, and

then lç@r-a by vowel-shortening. The same H-L pattern is found on native noun

stems, but also in borrowings, e.g. lóri ‘lorry’.

As mentioned, forms have thus far been cited as they appear in medial position,

i.e. when not immediately preceding pause. The reason for this is that a pause-

penultimate vowel is lengthened in declarative utterances, including citation

forms. Thus, compare the pre-pausal realizations of the nouns in (8) with the cor-

responding medial forms in (4).

(8) input prefixless prefixed

L-L → L↓L:-L   nà:ma ‘meat’ mU-lI›:mi ‘farmer’

L-H na:wá ‘bean’ ma-ru:mé ‘greetings’

H-L ló:ri ‘lorry’ mU-nU@:na ‘man’

H-H → HL:-L nâ:rI ‘buffalo’ mu-rê:ri ‘preacher’

As indicated, and as summarized in (9), the penultimate lengthening can have an

effect on the tones of the last two syllables before pause:

Pre-pausal lengthening (PLL)

Pre-pausal



Analysis of tones in PLL
Tone effects not seen in H-L or L-H words
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(9) a. no effect other than lengthening if the last two syllables differ in tone

L-H → L:-H : ma-rumé → ma-ru:mé ‘greetings’

H-L → H:-L : mU-nU@na → mU-nU@:na ‘man’

b. pitch of the penult falls if the last two syllables have the same input tones

L-L → L↓L:-L : mU-lImi → mU-lI›:mi ‘farmer’

H-H → HL:-L : mU-rérí → mU-rê:ri ‘preacher’

Representative pitch traces of the above four nouns are provided in (10), with

thanks to Keith Johnson for his guidance:

 (10) Toneless TBUs which precede ↓L start higher than before H or HL

      mU    lI›:      mi        ma    ru:     mé        mU   nU@:    na             mu   rê:     ri
234  253-206  208         215      223 291 207   298   200 213  294-218 216

Before proposing an analysis of the tone changes in (9b), note that the alterna-

tions are also observed on the verb stems of the infinitive when they appear before

pause. The forms in (11) should thus be compared with those in (5):

(11) all L two Hs (cf. (5)) one H

(xU$:-) k-a ‘mention’ (xU:-) gy-á ‘eat’

bà:l-a ‘count’ bç^:n-a ‘see’ lç@:r-a ‘dream’

lElE$:k-a ‘chase’ rU@mE@:l-a ‘send’ lálè:Z-a ‘invite’

xalalè:Z-a ‘praise’ sérímù:S-a ‘reveal’ bU@tsUlU$:s-a ‘avenge’

pakyUlUxà:n-a ‘come apart’ xáqU@lUSE$:lw-a ‘remember’ bU@tsUlUsè:Z-a ‘pay back’

As indicated, when the verb stem is monosyllabic, the infinitive prefix is length-

ened to xU:-.
Our proposal to account for the observed tone changes is that a L% intonational

tone links to the second mora of the lengthened penult when the final two syllables

are Ø-Ø or H-H:

(12) a.    L% b.  L%

 naama  [nà:ma] ‘meat’  naarI [nâ:rI] ‘buffalo’

 H
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 HL% is lower than L H-H → HL:-H → HL:-L (HL%-Ø) 



Possible Analyses?
1. π-gesture centered on the penult that also triggers L% (lower than L)

• But what about H-L and L-H words?

• What happens to final H of H-H words?

2. π-gesture gesture gates in change of f0 attractor landscape to two 
attractors: falling f0 / rising f0.  
Underlying tones tilt landscape in the appropriate direction (falling for H-H, 
L-L, H-L; rising for L-H).

• But what happens to underlying tones?

• What happens with tones in other contexts? Landscape chooses L or L 
rather than rising or falling?

• How is the fall scaled differently for underlying L-L vs. H-H?

3. Competition between H, L is reduced in boundary conditions to allow 
them both to emerge?
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Other points

• Penultimate lengthening at boundaries is general in Southern 
Bantu languages.  Why do these languages do this as opposed to 
final lengthening?

• development of stress system?

• Is there any “phonetic” lengthening of final syllable (lesser 
magnitude than penult)?

• need actual quantitative data
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Other Intonation Functions 
• In Shekgalagai, only declaratives are marked by f0.

• Semantic/pragmatic markedness does not align with 
phonological markedness, according to H&M.
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Malillo Machobane and Katherine Demuth (Sesotho), Philippe Ngessimo Mutaka

(Kinande), Joyce Mathangwane (Ikalanga), Galen Sibanda (Ndebele), and Sam

Mchombo and Al Mtenje (Chichewa). As indicated, none of the cited languages

restricts penultimate lengthening like Shekgalagari. The fact that PLL also is

marked by L% is clearly duplicated in other languages of the Sotho-Tswana

group, as well as by Ikalanga. In other languages such as Kinande and Chichewa

penultimate lengthening is not accompanied by an intonational tone in ordinary

declaratives.

 (14) Shekgalagari Sesotho Ikalanga Kinande Ndebele Chichewa

Declaratives + + + + + +

Yes-No Q - - + - + +

WH Q - - + - + +

Ideophones - - - - + +

Paused lists - + - + + +

Imperatives - + + + + +

Hortatives - + + + + +

Vocatives - ± + + + +

Exclamatives - - + + + +

1σ word - + + + + +

We now briefly illustrate the presence vs. absence of PLL in each of the utter-

ance types listed in (14). As seen in (15), PLL occurs before pause in declarative

indicatives, including citation forms:

(15) a. ri-nâ:rI ‘buffalos’ a-bal-a ri-nâ:rI ‘he is counting buffalos’

b. xU-bç^:n-a ‘to see’ a-bç@n-á mU-lI›:mi ‘he sees the farmer’

Unlike the other Bantu languages characterized in (14), (15) represents the only

utterance types in which PLL is required in Shekgalagari. Failure to lengthen

would unambiguously result in these forms being interpreted as yes-no questions:

(16) a. ri-nárI¤ ‘buffalos?’ a-bal-a ri-nárI¤ ‘is he counting buffalos?’

b. xU-bç@n-á ‘to see?’ a-bç@n-á mU-lImi ‘does he see the farmer?’

Correspondingly, the examples in (17) show that there is no PLL in WH questions

(the downstep in (17a) and elsewhere is irrelevant for our purposes—see Crane

2008, 2009a,b):



Questions    
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(17) a. ri-nárí zhé ↓ríhI¤ ‘which buffalos?’

b. a-bal-a SiN@ ‘what has he just counted? (Si.N@ = bisyllabic

c. xU-bç@n-a ányI¤ ‘to see who?’   with L-H tone)

d. ányI¤ a-bç@n-á mU-lImi ‘who has just seen the farmer?’

While there are other Bantu languages which suspend penultimate lengthening

in questions, Shekgalagari is thus far the only known to disallow PLL in impera-

tives (cf. Hyman 2009):

(18) a. bal-á ‘count!’

b. bal-á ↓rí-nárI¤ ‘count the buffalos!’

c. bç@n-a ‘see, look!’

d. bç@n-á mU-lImi ‘see the farmer!’

The same is true of hortatives:

(19) a. á ↓hI¤-bál-E ‘let’s count!’

b. á ↓hI¤-bál-E ri-nárI¤ ‘let’s count the buffalos!’

c. á ↓bá-bç@n-E ‘let them see!’

d. á ↓bá-bç@n-E mU-lImi ‘let them see the farmer!’

e. á mU-lImi a-w-E ‘let the farmer fall!’

PLL is likewise not found in vocatives and terms of address:

(20) a. MUnaká ‘Monaka!’

b. ntó GabalUxU@N ‘come here, Ghabalogong!’

c. tatE@ ‘father!’

d. EE mmá ‘yes, ma’am’ (m.má = two syllables with  L-H tone)

The data in (21) show that there is no PLL in exclamatives, which use the same á

marker as hortatives:

(21) a. á ↓SI¤-xU@lU@ ‘what a situation!’

b. á ↓SI¤-sU@lU@ ‘what a bargain!’

c. á ↓SI¤-tSU@tSU ‘what an idiot!’

d. á ↓SI¤-tSU@tSU Sá mU@-khyU ‘what an idiot of a person!’

The above constitutes the list of utterance types where the prepausal forms

without PLL are identical to how they would appear in utterance-medial position.

Two additional utterance-types also block PLL but add an intonational mark of

their own. First, ideophones have a short penult. In addition, their pre-pausal

vowel undegoes final devoicing (FD):

(22) a. y-á-rI bílU6 ‘it (fish) appeared suddenly out of water’ (it went BILU)

No specific intonation, just block PLL



Others
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Ideophones

11

Short penult and devoiced final vowel.
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b. a-rI bI¤tsI6 ‘he left in a hurry’ (he went BITSI)

c. l-á-rI phátsi6 ‘lightening flashed’ (it went PHATSI)

d. a-rI tshíki6 ‘it’s cold, I’m feeling cold’ (it went TSHIKI)

As in many Bantu languages, there is a general verb, here -rI ‘say’, which is used

with ideophones. The equivalent in English is to use the verb ‘go’, as indicated in

the parenthetical paraphrases to the right of the above examples. What is impor-

tant is that the final vowel must be devoiced in the declarative (see below for the

corresponding interrogatives). We will argue below that ideophone devoicing is

intonational.

Like ideophones, the internal members of “paused lists” are not subject to PLL,

but undergo final lengthening (FL):

(23) a. a-bal-a ri-nama: ... ri-nawá: ... lI¤ ri-nâ:rI

‘he’s counting meats... beans... and buffalos’

b. a-bç@n-á lU-rUli: ... malI¤lI: ... lI¤ mU-rIfl:ri

‘he sees dust... rubbish... and hair’

For there to be such lengthening, it is obligatory that there be a pause after each of

the listed items. In other languages, such paused lists are often marked by a final

rising intonation with possible lengthening. This brings us to the following obser-

vation: Recalling that the declarative not only lengthens the penultimate vowel,

but also assigns a L% tone to its second mora, it is striking that interrogatives, im-

peratives, hortatives, vocatives, exclamatives,  ideophones, and paused lists are all

suspended and/or vivid speech act types where speakers might be expected to raise

their voice. Could this be related to the fact that they all resist the fall-creating L%

tone—a  blocking effect attributable to the Frequency Code (Gussenhoven

(2004:82)?

Before summing up this section, it is necessary to consider one last relevant

environment: Shekgalagari differs from related languages in not assigning PLL

when the prepause word is monosyllabic:

(24) a. ri-nárI¤ Zé ‘these buffalos’

b. U-bat-a Sé ‘he wants this one’

c. a-rí-bál-a Zwá ‘he has counted them in this way’

d. qa-rI U@-SI¤kI¤l-a =xç@ thE@ ‘I say, you really move around’

I-say  you-go =infl really

In related Bantu languages, the final vowel of the preceding word would be

lengthened. What this shows is that PLL is sensitive to word boundaries (cf. the

Appendix).

To summarize, we have seen four different intonational patterns before pause:



Paused list elements
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PLL suspended, but final lengthening (FL) applies
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b. a-rI bI¤tsI6 ‘he left in a hurry’ (he went BITSI)

c. l-á-rI phátsi6 ‘lightening flashed’ (it went PHATSI)

d. a-rI tshíki6 ‘it’s cold, I’m feeling cold’ (it went TSHIKI)

As in many Bantu languages, there is a general verb, here -rI ‘say’, which is used

with ideophones. The equivalent in English is to use the verb ‘go’, as indicated in

the parenthetical paraphrases to the right of the above examples. What is impor-

tant is that the final vowel must be devoiced in the declarative (see below for the

corresponding interrogatives). We will argue below that ideophone devoicing is

intonational.

Like ideophones, the internal members of “paused lists” are not subject to PLL,

but undergo final lengthening (FL):

(23) a. a-bal-a ri-nama: ... ri-nawá: ... lI¤ ri-nâ:rI

‘he’s counting meats... beans... and buffalos’

b. a-bç@n-á lU-rUli: ... malI¤lI: ... lI¤ mU-rIfl:ri

‘he sees dust... rubbish... and hair’

For there to be such lengthening, it is obligatory that there be a pause after each of

the listed items. In other languages, such paused lists are often marked by a final

rising intonation with possible lengthening. This brings us to the following obser-

vation: Recalling that the declarative not only lengthens the penultimate vowel,

but also assigns a L% tone to its second mora, it is striking that interrogatives, im-

peratives, hortatives, vocatives, exclamatives,  ideophones, and paused lists are all

suspended and/or vivid speech act types where speakers might be expected to raise

their voice. Could this be related to the fact that they all resist the fall-creating L%

tone—a  blocking effect attributable to the Frequency Code (Gussenhoven

(2004:82)?

Before summing up this section, it is necessary to consider one last relevant

environment: Shekgalagari differs from related languages in not assigning PLL

when the prepause word is monosyllabic:

(24) a. ri-nárI¤ Zé ‘these buffalos’

b. U-bat-a Sé ‘he wants this one’

c. a-rí-bál-a Zwá ‘he has counted them in this way’

d. qa-rI U@-SI¤kI¤l-a =xç@ thE@ ‘I say, you really move around’

I-say  you-go =infl really

In related Bantu languages, the final vowel of the preceding word would be

lengthened. What this shows is that PLL is sensitive to word boundaries (cf. the

Appendix).

To summarize, we have seen four different intonational patterns before pause:



Intonation elements
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(25) a. PLL : declaratives, citation forms

b. FD: final devoicing

(no PLL)

: ideophones

c. FL: final lengthening
(no PLL)

: paused lists

d. Ø (none of the above) : yes-no questions, Wh-questions, imperatives, horta-

tives, vocatives, exclamatives, 1σ words

Finally, for clarity, it should be noted that the above intonations cannot be com-

bined: It is totally ungrammatical for the last two syllables of any utterance to un-

dergo PLL+FD, PLL+FL, or FD+FL. The above raises the following two ques-

tions:

(26) a. Are all Shekgalagari utterances marked by an intonation?

b. Which pattern is unmarked, the default: PLL or Ø?

The answer to the first question depends on how we interpret (25d): the absence of

PLL, FD or FL. If Ø is an intonation which is actively assigned, then there are

four intonations in Shekgalagari: PLL, FD, FL, Ø. If Ø is not an actively assigned

intonation, then utterances not marked by PLL, FD or FL can in fact exist without

an intonation. The second question which concerns questions of markedness is

related to the first. The problem in Shekgalagari is that phonological and prag-

matic markedness are at odds with each other: Declaratives and citation forms are

PRAGMATICALLY unmarked speech acts, but are PHONOLOGICALLY marked by the

intrusive mora and L% feature. On the other hand, a short penult is phonologically

unmarked but pragmatically marked, thus assigned to questions, imperatives,

vocatives etc. We would like to answer “yes” to (26a) and assume that Ø is an in-

tonation, but that PLL is pragmatically unmarked. To see how this might work out

it is necessary to investigate how an utterance is realized which qualifies for more

than one intonation. This is taken up in the next section.

4. Competing intonations in Shekgalagari

The question we address in this section is: What happens when a construction

qualifies for more than one intonation? Which one wins? For example, what hap-

pens if a question ends in an ideophone: Will the ideophone undergo FD, or will it

be marked by Ø? If the latter, this gives further evidence that Ø is an actively as-

signed intonation. Two logical resolutions of such conflicts have occurred to us:

(i) There could be a fixed hierarchy of utterance types and their intonations. (ii)

There could be variation, with the outcome depending on the intention of the

speaker or on the relative importance that the speaker gives to each of the inputs.

To some extent both properties are found in Shekgalagari.
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Let us first examine whether a fixed hierarchy is possible. A first approxima-

tion which will now be examined is presented in (27).

(27) Yes-No, Wh-Q >> Ideo >> Imper, Hort, Voc, Excl >> List >> Decl

Ø FD Ø FL PLL

The first line in (27) hierarchizes the different utterance types, while the second

line provides a reminder of the intonation associated with each type. While it is

not logically possible to combine all utterance types (e.g. an ideophone cannot be

used in a vocative utterance), vocative, and exclamatory utterance types have been

grouped together with imperatives and hortatives with which they seem otherwise

to pattern. While we will next illustrate the implied conflict resolutions, the fol-

lowing should be noted concerning (27): (i) Ø needs to be split up in the hierar-

chy; (ii) interrogative Ø can override any other intonation; (iii) declarative PLL

never overrides anything (but cf. emphatic PLL below).

Let us consider some of the conflict resolutions implied in (27). To begin, the

utterances in (28) illustrate how interrogative Ø can suspend the final devoicing on

ideophones:

(28) YES-NO, WH-Q >> IDEO (Ø >> FD)

a. y-á-rI bílU? ‘did it (fish) suddenly appear out of water?’

(Did it go BILU?)

b. l-á-rI phátsi? ‘did lightening flash?’ (Did it go PHATSI?)

c. a-rI tshíki? ‘is it cold?’ (Did it go TSHIKI?)

d. ányI¤ a-rI bI¤tsI ‘who left in a hurry?’ (Who went BITSI?)

Questions also override the final lengthening in paused lists:

(29) YES-NO Q >> LIST (Ø >> FL)

a. a-bal-a ri-nama ... ri-nawá ... kana ri-nárI¤?

‘has he just counted meats... beans... or buffalos?’

b. a-bç@n-á lU-rUli ... malI¤lI ... kana mU-rírí?

‘has he just seen dust... rubbish... or hair?’

The examples in (30) and (31) show that the final devoicing of ideophones

overrides the Ø of the hortative and the final lengthening of paused lists:

(30) IDEO >> HORT (FD >> Ø)

á ba-rI bI¤tsI6 ‘may they leave in a hurry!’
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(31) IDEO >> LIST (FD >> FL)

y-á-rI bílU6 ... bI¤tsI6 ... phátsi 6 ... tshíki6 ‘it suddenly appeared out of water, in

a hurry, flash of lightning, cold’

The fact that interrogative Ø overrides the FD of ideophones, but the FD of id-

eophones overrides the Ø of hortatives and paused lists provides the motivation

for splitting the Ø intonation into positions on the hierarchy. Finally, the sentences

in (32) show that the Ø of both Wh-questions and imperatives block the final

lengthening of paused lists:

(32) WH-Q, IMPER >> LIST (Ø > FL)

a. ányI¤ a-bal-a ri-nama ... ri-nawá ... lI¤ ri-nárI¤

‘who is counting meats... beans... and buffalos?’

b. bal-á ri-nama ... ri-nawá ... lI¤ ri-nárI¤

‘count meats... beans... and buffalos!’

The examples in (28)-(32) and the resulting hierarchy in (27) illustrate what we

might refer to as the pragmatically unmarked way of resolving conflicts between

the different utterance types and their intonations. There is, however, evidence that

speakers have further options available to them if they want to place a different

emphasis on an utterance. Before going into this, it must be reiterated that every-

thing that has been shown up to this point represents a neutral or non-emphatic re-

alization, whether of a specific utterance type or of a conflict between utterance

types. The additional options we are about to illustrate were never directly elicited,

i.e. when translating an English utterance into Shegkalagari. Rather, it was only

when we systematically assigned alternative intonations to different utterance

types to see if they were interpretable that we discovered other possibilities.

A major complication with respect to the hierarchy in (27) is a marked high-

lighting process, possibly paralinguistic, which we term “emphatic” PLL. While

declarative PLL is pragmatically unmarked, EMPH PLL is highly marked and can

be assigned to any utterance type except yes-no questions, with seemingly contra-

dictory results such as those in (33).

(33) EMPH PLL can

a. make WH-Qs, imperatives, and hortatives seem either like statements

or more insistent

b. emphasize or de-emphasize the effect of such non-declarative speech

acts

c. clarify what was said, often repeating or rewording when someone has

not understood
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d. provide some kind of emphasis, but not necessarily on the last word or

its constituent

e. be often subtle, never obligatory, perhaps “attitudinal” in the sense of

Bolinger (1978:484)

Consider the case of WH-words. First, as seen in (34), it is not surprising that

they undergo PLL in citation form:

(34) citation form as question citation form as question

â:nyI ányI¤ ‘who’ lIfl:N$ lI¤N@ ‘when’

Si:N@ SiN@ ‘what’ Zwâ:N$ ZwáN@ ‘how’

qâ:I qáI¤ ‘where’ qa xUri:N@ qa xUriN@ ‘why’

In an elicitation session, if one asks a speaker how to say ‘who’, the answer has to

be â:nyI, since the form is not a question, but rather a declarative citation form. (If

asking for the one-word question utterance ‘who?’ the form would of course be

ányI¤.) The same is observed in (35a) where the WH-word is used in a contrastive

declarative utterance:

(35) a. U@-ráy-á qâ:I ‘you mean WHERE’

b. U@-ráy-á qáI¤ ‘do you mean WHERE?’

The absence of PLL in (35b) unambiguously establishes the utterance as a ques-

tion. (Although incomplete, (35b) could also be taken to mean ‘where do you

mean?’) Since the WH words in (34) and (35a) do not occur in Wh-questions, they

escape interrogative Ø-assignment in (27) and instead filter down to receive de-

clarative PLL.

The situation in (36), however, is quite different.

(36) a. w-á qáI¤ ‘where are you going?’:

b. w-á qâ:I ‘where are you going?’

c. yó ↓íye I¤-↓bç@n-á MUnaká kI¤ ↓ányI¤ (~↓â:nyI) ‘the one who saw Monaka

DEM PAST s/he-saw Monaka is   who is who?’

While the normal Wh-question is with Ø, as in (36a), (36b) can be used to repeat

the question, for insistence, or “just emphasis”. In (36b) the most immediate inter-

pretation is that the speaker is being very insistent: he or she really wants to be re-

sponded to! The same interpretation occurs when PLL applies in (36c): ‘The one

who saw Monaka is WHO? Tell me!’

While EMPH PLL intensifies the illocutionary force of a Wh-question, it seems

to have an attenuating effect on imperatives and hortatives. As seen in (37), the

unmarked Ø forms are interpreted as commands, while the forms with EMPH PLL

seem rather to be suggestions:
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(37) a. m@-bU@Z-E@ ‘ask him!’

m@-bU^:Z-E ‘what you can do is ask him’ (that’s what I suggest)

3sg-ask-INFL

b. SI¤-n$-tSwE@l-E@ ‘don’t tell me!’ (= an instruction)

SI¤-n$-tSwE^:l-E ‘you shouldn’t tell me!’ (= a statement)

NEG-1sg-tell-INFL

c. á ↓bá-bál-E ri-nárI¤ ‘let them count the buffalos!’ (= stronger, a

command)

á ↓bá-bál-E ri-nâ:rI ‘they should count the buffalos!’ (= weaker, a

COMP-3pl-count-INFL buffalos suggestion)

Other cases were found to have just the opposite effect. Thus, the impera-

tive/hortative forms with PLL in (38) mark insistence or have a strong finality ef-

fect (‘and that’s that!’):

(38) a. SI¤-gy-E@ ‘eat it!’ (= normal)

b. SIfl:-gy-E ‘eat it!’ (= stronger)

c. á kI-gy-E kU@kU@ ‘let me eat the chicken!’ (= weaker)

d. á kI-gy-E kU^:kU ‘let me eat the chicken’ (= stronger)

COMP-1sg-eat-INFL chicken

While (38a) is the normal imperative, the PLL form in (38b) might be translated

‘eat it or else!’ or ‘eat it already!’ (with the speaker showing impatience). The

normal hortative in (38c) is weak enough to be interpreted as asking permission

(‘may I eat the chicken?’), while the PLL form in (38d) expresses finality (‘that’s

what I’m going to do!’) and does not expect an answer.

In still other cases, the effect of emphatic PLL is not clear, other than adding a

vague sense of emphasis:

(39) a. balá ↓rí-nárI¤ (...) I¤sIN@ ri-kú ‘count buffalos, not sheep!’

b. balá ↓rí-nâ:rI ...  I¤sIN@ ri:-kú (idem.)

Finally, it should be noted that EMPH PLL can override anything except a yes-

no question (which would then become a statement):

(40) a. >> IDEO FD : y-á-rI bílU6  ~  y-á-rI bí:lU

‘it suddenly appeared out of water’

b. >> 1σ word Ø : bá-bal-a Zé  ~  bá-bal-a: Zé

‘they are counting these’

c. >> WH-Q Ø >> IDEO FD : ányI¤ a-rI bI¤:tsI

‘who left in a hurry?’ (insisting)
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In all of the above examples with EMPH PLL the basic utterance type is recover-

able from the structure: presence of a WH-word, absence of a subject in impera-

tives, presence of á in hortatives and exclamatives, the verb -rI ‘say’ with ideo-

phones, etc. Since yes-no questions are marked exclusively by Ø intonation, if the

penultimate vowel were to be lengthened the result would be a statement, not a

question. EMPH PLL thus may not occur on a yes-no question.

While the hierarchy in (27) can be modified to accommodate EMPH PLL, YES-

NO and WH-Qs would have to be split up, as in (41).

(41) Yes-No Q >> Emph >> Wh-Q

Ø PLL Ø

Since we have argued that EMPH PLL cannot override the Ø of a yes-no question

for reasons of recoverability, it is not clear that the hierarchical approach in (41) is

the right way to go. An alternative interpretation is that EMPH PLL represents a

separate (paralinguistic?) dimension, perhaps like Bolinger’s (1972:644) charac-

terization of “accent”: “The distribution of sentence accents [in English] is not

determined by syntactic structures but by semantic and emotional highlighting.”

And so it appears to be with EMPH PLL.

There is in fact good reason to view the original hierarchy in (27) as represent-

ing the “normal” or “expected” relationships between the different intonations,

which can, however, be modified in marked situations. Quite late in our study we

discovered the following minimal triplet concerning ideophones in Wh-questions:

(42) a. ányI¤ a-rI bI¤tsI ‘who left in a hurry?’

b. ányI¤ a-rI bI¤tsI6 ‘who left in a HURRY?’

c. ányI¤ a-rI bI¤:tsI ‘WHO LEFT IN A HURRY?’

As we have said, (42a) represents the normal or expected form, where WH-Q Ø

overrides the FD of the ideophone. Although the other two possibilities are quite

unusual, (42b) might be uttered if the speaker wanted to bring special emphasis to

leaving in a hurry, perhaps contrasting bI¤tsI6 with another ideophone. In (42c), with

EMPH PLL, emphasis is on the whole question, as when the speaker, perhaps with

exasperation, is insisting that s/he be responded to. What’s important is that

speakers do have some choice in effecting different pragmatic overrides violating

the hierarchy in (27).

The final question in this section is how to account for the variation in the

meanings of EMPH PLL. As an introduction to what might be going on, consider

the utterances in (43).

(43) a. íye bá-m-bU@S-a  xU-rI  íye a-bç@n-a â:nyI ‘they asked him who he saw’

b. íye bá-m-bU@S-a  xU-rI  íye a-bç@n-a ányI¤ ‘did they ask him who he
PAST 3pl-3sg-ask  to say PAST 3sg-see who saw?’


